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INTRODUCTION 
The main aim of this paper is to provide an elementary but non-trivial 
application of the sheaf homology methods of Ronan and Smith [S] in the 
more general setting of chamber systems [9]. The subsidiary aims are more 
diverse: 
An important original motivation was to provide a uniqueness proof for 
the 2-local geometry of M,, described in Ronan and Smith [7]. In the 
meantime, several such proofs were obtained by purely geometric methods, 
notably by Aschbacher (unpublished), Brouwer [3], and Ronan [6]. The 
main result of this paper is essentially a different approach to the case q = 2 
of [6]. 
The method of proof used here intermixes geometry with modular 
representation theory. One advantage of doing so is that standard results 
about representations can often be used in place of more extended 
geometric arguments. Thus the present proof is brief and fairly elementary. 
However, as the methods are new and probably unfamiliar, this is offset by 
the need to provide definitions and details. 
Another motivation is provided by the wide applicability of the methods. 
For example, the geometric arguments previously mentioned involve com- 
putations based on special features of the M24 situation which do not easily 
generalize, while the principal technique of the present proof can be applied 
to obtain uniqueness of other geometries, including the 2-local geometry 
for .1 -- and eventually, it is hoped, for J4 and P,. 
From a more technical viewpoint, the computation of homology 
modules in [8, 91 requires knowledge of the full geometry and 
automorphism group, whereas the specific technique introduced here (con- 
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sideration of composition factors for local subgroups) shows how purely 
local information can at least limit the final possibilities, in the absence of 
global knowledge. (However, the infinite sequences of afline-diagram 
geometries of Kantor [S] show that we cannot always hope to obtain such 
strong uniqueness results.) 
The paper is organized as follows: first, we give the axioms for a 
geometry of “point-truncated C,(2) type,” in the setting of [9]. Next, 
assuming a flag-transitive automorphism group, we construct as in [9] an 
irreducible sheaf B on the geometry. Then comes the actual proof: we 
show that H,(5) must have dimension 11 or 16. It is then easy to use this 
limitation on the dimension to conclude that these cases correspond to the 
Golay-code module for M,,, and the spin module for Sp,(2). 
1. GEOMETRIES, GROUPS, AND SHEAVES 
Geometries 
Our main geometric assumption can be stated as follows: 
(1.1) HYPOTHESIS. d is a connected geometry of point-truncated C,(2)- 
We. 
As many readers will be unfamiliar with this terminology, we will for 
convenience reproduce from [IS, 91 and elsewhere the definitions needed to 
make ( 1.1) precise. 
We begin with an index set I= { 1,2,4} (so chosen to correspond to 
dimensions of certain spaces to arise later). Then our initial assumption is 
that d is a simplicial complex ouer I in the sense of Tits [ 13, Sect. 1.51. 
This means that each vertex of the complex has a particular type 1 or 2 or 
4, and incident vertices (those on an edge) must have distinct types. Thus 
each edge and face also has a type, expressed as a subset Jc I. We assume 
that d is pure 2-dimensional, that is, that each simplex is contained in a 
face (a simplex of full type I). By “connected” we mean that any two ver- 
tices can be joined by a chain of edges. We remark that such a complex is a 
special case of a chamber system over Z, as defined in Tits [ 13, Sect. 21 and 
required in [9]. (In our case, vertices of types 1,2,4 will correspond to the 
“points, lines, quads” of [6].) 
The terminology “point-truncated C,(2)-type” is inspired by the building 
for the group Sp,(2); when defined as a complex over the index set {point, 
line, plane, three-space}. That geometry is naturally associated with the 
Coxeter diagram of type Cd, labeled in the order: 
T Pl L Pt 
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in the sense of Tits [ 13, Sect. 1.41. We may consider the “truncated” sub- 
complex defined by ignoring all vertices of point-type, to which we 
associate the diagram 
0 D r\ ” 
The case q = 2 is exceptional among the groups C,(q) in that the axioms 
for such a truncated complex are also satisfied by a sporadic group 
geometry, namely the 2-local geometry for M,, [7] (the vertex types 
correspond to octads, trios, sextets). So our aim is, in effect, to show this is 
the only exception. 
To make the axioms precise, we recall that the residue of a simplex CJ is 
the subcomplex (over the reduced index set I\type(o)) defined by all the 
vertices incident to every vertex of CJ. We label the nodes of the truncated 
Cd-diagram as follows: 
Then the content of Hypothesis (1.1) is that the residue of a simplex of type 
J is the (truncated) classical [F,-geometry belonging to the subdiagram with 
J removed. To describe these for vertices, we let P’ stand for the projective 
geometry PG(r, 2). Then we are assuming: 
0 In the residue of a vertex of type 1, the vertices of types 2 and 4 
are the points and lines of a P3. 
0 In the residue of a vertex of type 2, the vertices of types 1 and 4 
are the vertices of a complete bipartite graph P’ x (points of P’). 
0 In the residue of a vertex of type 4, the vertices of types 1 and 2 
are the points and lines of the generalized quadrangle for Sp,(2). 
From this we can deduce the size of the residue of each edge; as these 
have rank 1, they support no geometry. The residue of a face is empty. 
Groups 
Note the element of local homogeneity in our assumption that all 
residues of a fixed type are isomorphic. In view of this, it will often be con- 
venient to abuse notation by letting 1, 2,4 also stand for the vertices of a 
fixed, particular face; so the subsets Jc I then represent other particular 
simplexes. Such homogeneity is to be expected in the presence of a flag- 
transitive automorphism group, which will constitute our other basic 
assumption: 
(1.2) HYPOTHESIS. G = Aut(d) is transitive on simplexes of each type 
JE I. 
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Remark. Our arguments apply with any flag-transitive G < Aut(A). 
We recall that an automorphism of A is a simplicial isomorphism which 
furthermore preserves type. We reproduce from [9] some notation for sim- 
plex stabilizers (simplified for the case of [F,). 
Notation. For i E: 1, let P, denote the stabilizer in G of i. 
Let U, denote the (normal) subgroup of Pi trivial on Res(i). 
Let L, = Pi/U,. 
For JEZ, set P,= n,EJ Pi, U,= (U,: iE J>, L,= P,JU,. 
Abbreviate P, = P,24 by B. 
The notation is visibly patterned on that for parabolics in a Chevalley 
group; see Aschbacher [2] for a general study of this analogy. 
A salient feature of our methods is that while the structure of the 
quotients Lj is important, we do not require determination of the detailed 
structure of the kernels Ui (as in the work of Goldschmidt [4] et al.). 
Note. Henceforth we assume Hypotheses (1.1) and (1.2) in all results. 
We first determine the structure of the action groups L,: 
(1.3) LEMMA. 
L, AL&), 
L, % L(2) x JLVL 
L, g Sp,(2). 
Proof By ( 1.2) L, must be flag-transitive on Res( J) for each J c I. We 
may apply the well-known result of Seitz [lo] to obtain initially that 
L, >A,, L,>Z,xZ,, and L,>A,. Let the notation P,nLj denote the 
quotient (Pin P,)/U,. From the above, we see P, n P, contains at least 
22S,, with the S3 acting on the three vertices of type 1 in Res(2): so L, 
must contain such an S3. On the other hand, we see P, n L, contains an 
L,(2) from the A, in P,; so L, must in fact induce the action group 
L,(2) x L,(2). (The next larger possibility is S, x A,, which would give 
P, n L, 2 A,; however Aut(Res(l))g L,(2), so that P, n L2 < 24(S, x S,)). 
Now P4nL232x2=S,, with the central involution not trivial on 
Res{ 2,4}, hence not lying in U, ; we get L4=Sp4(2) > A,. Now in L, we 
may choose an involution i fixing 1 and 2 but not all three vertices of type 
2 incident to 1 and 4; so i$ U,. In P, n L2 n P,r 2 x 2=S, we see i cen- 
tralizes a 3-element of L,. If we had L, rA,, we would get L, n P,= 
(A, x 3) 2 and no such i is possible; so L, g L,(2). 1 
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Remark. The other quotients follow: L,,=&(2) and L,4~S3 and 
L,, z S,, while L,,, = 1. 
The action groups in (1.3) are fundamental for the calculation we will be 
making. As mentioned earlier, it will not be necessary to determine the 
structure of the kernels Uj; this can be done easily at the last step, when 
the group G is to be identified. However, the main argument will eventually 
split into two cases, which can already be distinguished by the transfer 
behavior of 3-elements of Uq: 
(1.4) LEMMA. U4/0,(U4)rZ3 or S,. 
Proof: Compare P, n L, z 24(S, x S,) with P, n L, E 23S,. Since 
U, < P,, we see that 3 divides 1 U41. We first show that this exhibits the full 
odd-order part of 1 U41. So assume K is some subgroup of U4 of order p 
(prime> 5) or 32. (We follow an approach suggested by Timmesfeld.) 
Observe that U,n L, is at most a 2-group extended by S,; then 
K, E K n Uz # 1. For any vertex 4’ of type 4 in Res(2), we have (by flag- 
transitivity) that U, n L,, is a 2-group, so that K,, < U4’. And since K, < U2 
for 2 E Res(4’), we get K,, < Uzs for each vertex 2’ of type 2 in Res(4’). 
Similarly we find K, < U,, and so on. We now make use of the connected- 
ness assumed in Hypothesis (1.1) to conclude we eventually get to every 
vertex by repeating this procedure, so that K, < U, for each vertex x. But 
then K, acts trivially on A, contradicting our hypothesis of faithful action 
(G < Aut(d)) in (1.2). Thus 1 U,I 2, = 3, as desired. Henceforth let K4 denote 
a Sylow 3-group of U4. 
If now K4 is not inverted in U,, then elementary transfer results show 
U, = O,( U,) . K4, and we are done. (This case occurs in M,,.) So suppose 
instead that K4 is inverted in U4. Then by considering the image of U, in 
-4 I7 p,, we see that U, n U4 < O,( U,) and O,(U,) K4 d U,, with 
~~4IO,~U4~=~3. I 
-Remarks. Later we will argue in the respective cases that P4/02( U,) z 
3S, or S, x Sp,(2). We could also argue, much as in (1.4) that U, and U2 
are 2-groups; and even obtain bounds: I U,I 3 24, I U,I > 26, I U,I 2 263. 
These lower bounds are exact in M,,, but are exceeded in Sp,(2). 
Sheaves 
We now set up the basis for our module-theoretic arguments by con- 
structing a G-equivariant coefficient system of IF,-spaces, or sheaf, in the 
terminology of [8,9]. As standard simplexes - representing the G-con- 
jugacy classes - we use those denoted by the subsets JG { 1,2,4). We 
begin by defining modules for the corresponding stabilizers, as follows: 
Let V4 denote a 4-dimensional natural irreducible [F,-module for L,, 
considered as P,-module with trivial action by U,. Fix a point and incident 
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line of the generalized quadrangle afforded by I’,, and denote the 
corresponding l- and a-dimensional subspaces by I/, and V,. We may 
regard V, as F,P,-module extending the natural-module action of L, n P, 
by trivial action of Uz and the L,(2)-component of Lz. And we may regard 
V, as a trivial lF,P,-module, extending the trivial action of P, n P,. 
Then for any larger subset Jz { 1,2,4}, we may define V, as Vi, where 
i=min{jEJ}; and obtain a corresponding structure of VJ as 
[F,Prmodule. Whenever Jz K, our construction defines (via inclusion of 
subspaces of V,) a map qo,,: V,+ V, with the natural composition 
property: 
(PJKPKL = d.lL for subsets J? Kz L, 
and also satisfying: 
(PJK E Hom,,,( VJ> VK). 
These conditions mean that the system FO consisting of the spaces V, and 
the maps qJK is a L&stalk in the sense of [9]. 
Now by Hypothesis (1.2), G acts flag-transitively on A; by Theorem (2.3) 
of [9] this leads to: 
(1.5) LEMMA. There is a unique extension of FO to a (jiill, irreducible) 
sheaf 9 for A, G. 
This means F consists of a system of terms { V,: o a simplex of A} with 
connecting maps { rp,, : z a simplex of fs} satisfying: 
(Ppc(Par = qpr whenzEaEpEA, 
and a G-action g + g on the formal direct sum of the terms, satisfying the 
commutative diagram: 
where g, denotes the restriction of g to the term V,. 
Remark. In the cases G = M,,, Sp,(2), this construction reproduces the 
fixed-point sheaf [S, 91 determined by the irreducible module V of dimen- 
sion 11, 16 (respectively). 
It is a standard fact that such a sheaf defines an associated chain com- 
plex, with homology groups affording lF,G-modules. (See [S] for details, 
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including construction of the boundary operators from the connecting 
maps.) Our interest will be in the 0-th homology module HO(F), so we 
provide a simple description of it: The O-chain space Co is the direct sum of 
the V, for vertices (T of A, and the space B, of O-boundaries is generated by 
the vectors of form 
where u E VP, for p an edge of A whose vertices are c and t. We see that 
H,(F) is essentially the direct limit of the vertex terms V,, subject to iden- 
tifications determined by “common” subspaces V,. 
Since we have not assumed any global information about A and G, we 
are not in a position to make the straightforward computation of H,(P). 
Thus the point of the argument in the next section is to determine the 
dimension of H,(F), using only local information. 
In fact, it is even conceivable under only Hypotheses (1.1) and (1.2) that 
there exist some A and G with H,(F) =0 - a geometry which is not 
emheddable in the geometric sense [9]. A more general study of the 
existence of embeddings appears in a later work; as our present concern is 
with the structure of existing embeddings, we simply assume: 
(1.6) HYPOTHESIS. H,(9) # 0. 
We remark that the existene of the module H,(B) implies a number of 
“intersection properties” in the sense of Tits [13, Sect. 6.21. In particular, 
the analogue here of condition (LL) holds, namely: 
Two vertices of type 2 are incident with at most one vertex of type 1. 
2. THE DIMENSION OF H,(P). 
Set V= H,(B) for convenience. The main result of this paper is: 
(2.1) THEOREM. 
dim(V)= 11 or 16. 
The proof will proceed by considering the possible composition factors 
at each “maximal parabolic” Pi (i E I); comparison of these will eventually 
determine just two possibilities, corresponding to the case division in (1.4). 
We begin by stating the main technical results quoted repeatedly in the 
course of the argument. These will be found as Theorems (4.1), (2.6), and 
(1.3) in [8]. 
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(2.2) THEOREM. Let H be a Chevalley group over a finite field k. 
(i) Let M be a minimal-weight kH-module. Then HO(gM)zMM, 
except in case H~sp~,(2”‘) and M the symplectic module, when H,(pM) is 
the (2n + 1 )-dimensional orthogonal module. 
(ii) Let St denote the Steinberg module. Then HO(&) g St. 
(iii) Suppose M is a module generated by a subsheaf 9 G FM. Then M 
is a quotient of HO(&). 
We recall from [8] that the fixed-point sheaf FM of a module M is 
defined by assigning to each parabolic P = UL of H the subspace M” fixed 
by the unipotent radical U of P. We will wish to apply (2,2)(i) with M a 
trivial or natural module for groups Hz L,(2), L,(2), L,(2), Sp,(2) appear- 
ing in (1.3) as well as the 6-dimensional orthogonal module for L,(2). 
Common Aspects of Homology 
The first step in the proof is to show that certain “local” composition fac- 
tors must arise in any case, before we consider the division in (1.4). It will 
be notationally convenient to write Vi also for the image of Vi in the 
quotient V; in view of (1.6) and irreducible action of Li in (1.3), the image 
must be isomorphic. Note that the G-conjugates of the spaces Vi generate 
V. An initial analysis of conjugates of the P’, will establish local constituents 
summarized in the following diagram: 
6 
4 2@3 
a (dim V>ll) 
(as in [8, 91, such diagrams indicate sheaf terms only at vertex stabilizers). 
To make this precise, we introduce more notation. Set: 
W, = (all L,-conjugates of I/, containing V, ) 
X, = (all L,-conjugates of V, containing V, ) 
W, = (all L,-conjugates of V, containing V, ). 
Note that P, preserves W, and X, , while P, preserves W,. Our basic result 
is: 
(2.3) LEMMA. (i) W,/V, is the natural L,-module (with L, n P, fixing 
a vector). 
(ii) W,/V, is the tensor product of the natural modules for the com- 
ponents of L2 (with P, n Lz n P4 fixing a vector). 
(iii) X,/W, is the orthogonal L,-module. 
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Proof: We will give full details for (i), and fewer for those parts of the 
proof of (ii) and (iii) which amount to similar verifications. We let bars 
denote images in V= V/V,. The image P, is in IV, and is l-dimensional, 
and so is centralized by L, n P, ~ in particular, by O,(L, n P2). Consider 
next the original symplectic space V,: the (P, n &)-conjugates of V, above 
V, determine a 3-subspace V:; and the image Vf contains P, and deter- 
mines a 2-space of w, preserved by L, n P, - indeed an L,(2) in L, n P, 
acts naturally, so that the space is centralized by O,(L, n PA). Now L,- - 
conjugates of these spaces { P,, Vf }by definition generate IV,. We will 
wish to apply (2.2)(i) to L,, to conclude that I71 is a natural L,-module. 
However, we do not yet have the necessary hypotheses, since the indicated 
subspaces (and their conjugates, with P, also assigned to L, n P, n PA) are 
not defined on all the parabolics of L, ; they give only a “truncated sheaf,” 
which we describe by the diagram 
To remedy this, we might refer to the actual argument for this case of [8, 
Theorem (4.1)], and check that computation of H,(FM) depends just on 
the terms of dimensions 1 and 2, and not of dimension 3. Instead, we 
proceed more generally: we can complete the description of a full sheaf on 
L, according to our detintions. To this end, we let P* denote the pre-image 
in P, of a third maximal parabolic of L,, sharing a Sylow 2-group with 
L, A P, and L, n P,; we can obtain representatives of all the parabolics of 
L, by intersecting these three maximal ones. Set L* = P*/O,(P*)EL,(~). 
Then the P*-conjugates of {P,, v} (with P, assigned to a Bore1 group) 
determine a sheaf for L* which is clearly the sheaf FN abbreviated 
1 2 
0 0 
for a natural module N of L*. The subspace F* of W, generated by the 
conjugates must by (2.2)(iii) be a quotient of H,(FN); however, by (2.2)(i) 
applied to L* and N, this latter is just the irreducible N. We conclude that 
8* 2 N is 3-dimensional. And now the vertex-terms { P,, V:, P*} 
generating m, - with corresponding terms assigned to smaller parabolics 
- determine a sheaf, denoted 
3 
L-L-0 
for L, , which we check is just FN for N a natural L,-module. Now arguing 
as before, but with L, and 4-dimensional N, we conclude from (2.2)(i), (iii) 
that @, ZN is 4-dimensional. This proves (i). 
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For (ii), let bars now denote images V= V/V,. We observe first of all 
that dim W, = 3 and dim i;;4 = 2, with dim( IV, n V4) = 1. By definition 
V4< IVz; and then IV, n Vd < I& (with irreducible action of P, n L, on 
IV,) gives IV’, < IVz. Indeed, L,-conjugates of these spaces generate IVz. 
Thus we see a truncation 
3 
0.. 
--.**: 
. ..k 
of a sheaf for L,. We proceed as before, choosing a group P* from another 
maximal parabolic of L,. The P*-conjugates of w, n pa generate only a 2- 
space of wz, so we get a sheaf 
2 2 
0.. *...a . ..o 
on P*/O,(P*), that of the 4-dimensional Steinberg module, so we conclude 
(using (2.2)(ii) now) that these terms generate a 4-space 8* of IV*. Thus 
we have the terms denoted 
3 2 4 
0 0 0 
of a full sheaf for L,, which we recognize as FM@,,, for A4 the natural 
L,(2)-module, and N a natural L,(2)-module. This product is not actually 
minimal for the direct-product group L,, so we cannot apply (2.2)(i). We 
argue directly: Res(2) has just three vertices of type 1, so IV2 has dimension 
at most nine, at most a sum of three natural L,(2)-modules like IV,. On 
the other hand, L, n P, is trivial on v4, and the seven conjugates of V, 
generate at most a sum of two 7-dimensional induced modules for L,(2). 
Comparison shows that E’12 under L,(2) can only be a sum of two natural 
modules. This forces wz z MO N under all of L,, giving (iii) (and the 
assertion about generation by conjugates of IV,). 
We turn to (iii); let P now denote V/W,. From IV, d W, and (ii) we get 
dim( mz) = 3, while fixed-point-free action of P4 n L, on W,/V, shows that 
W, n I’, is just the 3-space we called I’: earlier - so that dim( V,) = 1. By 
definition vd < x, , but I’, < W, so that by irreducible action of L, n P, on 
ml, we get pz < x, also. Thus our spaces { wz, vd} in fact generate X, by 
definition, and exhibit a truncated sheaf for L, denoted 
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Choosing P* as before from a maximal parabolic, we obtain a sheaf 
for L*, and by (2.2)(i), (iii) obtain a space 8* which is a 3-dimensional 
module dual to that found in the proof of (i). We then have a full sheaf 
3 1 3 
0 A 0 
for L,, and conclude by (2.2)(i) that X, is the orthogonal module for 
L,rQ,f(2). This completes the proof of (ii), and so of (2.3). 1 
The case division in (1.4) becomes important when we try to determine 
the nature of the subspace W,, which we define as (all L,-conjugates of 
W, containing V,). For suppose we proceed as in the proof of (2.3), and 
set P= V/V,. We observed that W, n V4 = V: is of dimension 3, so that 
dim I?‘, = 2. Then we see that V4 6 W,, so that dim( mZ) = 4, and 
I?‘, < W,. Note that I?‘12 is a sum of two natural modules for an L,(2) in a 
parabolic of the L,(2)-component of L,; since L, n P2g2’S3, we see that 
ii;; is centralized by at least a 22 of the 2’ in O,(L, n PZ). We see also that 
a Sylow 3-group K4 of U,, visible in L, n Pq~24(S3 x S,), is lixed-point- 
free on WI/W, n V4). It follows that in the group L, n P, g2’S,, at least 
22S, must be trivial on @‘r. So the L,-conjugates of I?‘, and m’2 give rise to 
terms 
2 4 
0 0 
with trivial action for unipotent radicals restricted to Sp,(2)‘; but not 
necessarily for the full radicals in L,gSp4(2). We now proceed to 
investigate separately the cases where these spaces are ~ and are not - 
fixed by the full unipotent radicals in L,. 
The Building Case 
We consider first the branch that will lead to a classical group. In this 
subsection, we prove: 
(2.4) Suppose O,(L, n P,) centralizes w, (i = 1, 2). Then V affords the 
16-dimensional spin module,for G = Sp,(2). 
We will require several intermediate results for the proof of (2.4). Note 
that a Sylow 3-group K4 of U4 is non-trivial on @‘,; so under the 
hypothesis of (2.4), the central involution of L4 n PI cannot be a 2-element 
of U4 inverting K4; we are then in the second case of (1.4). Thus the groups 
O,( L, n Pi) generate a quotient Sp,(2) centralizing U,/O,( U,) z S,, so that 
L4/02( U,) r S3 x Sp,(2) - with the S, component acting naturally on @‘, , 
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and on PZ as a sum of two natural modules. This suggests that we next 
establish: 
(2.5) w4 is the tensor product of natural modules for L,(2) and Sp,(2). 
ProoJ If we fix a l-space A of Ei, and let B denote the subspace of 17fZ 
generated by 2 under action of P, n L,, then the hypothesis of (2.4) shows - - 
that the terms {A, B} determine a sheaf for L, isomorphic to 9N for N the 
natural symplectic module. Furthermore the full sheaf 
2 4 
0 0 
for L, defined by { I7i, mZ} decomposes into two isomorphic copies of FN; 
we see that the S3 of U,/O,(U,) permutes naturally the three possible 
isomorphic subsheaves in this sum. Now @‘d is generated by the L,- 
conjugates of these spaces, and by (2.2)(i), H,(&,) is the 5-dimensional 
orthogonal L,-module M; we see from (2.2)(iii) that wd is some quotient 
of MOM. In view of the action of the S, component of L4/Oz(U4) on 
these terms, we are done if we simply show that no trivial L,-submodules 
arise. To this end, we now choose vectors a, b, c of a hyperbolic line 
(c = a + 6) in V4. Let W,, W,, W,. denote the natural analogues of W, for 
the corresponding vertices of type 1. We see that W, n W, does not contain 
a or 6, but does contain the supplement (a, b ) ’ to (a, b ) in V4. By action 
of the stabilizer in L, of the hyperbolic line, we conclude in fact 
W, n W, = (a, b)’ 6 V,, so that W, + W, is an 8-space of V. We next 
observe that a suitable Sylow 3-group K, of Ii, is non-trivial on W,lb’, 
and hence on the quotient W,/ W,, which is a 3-subspace of the orthogonal 
B-space zti = XJ W, for L,. However, the 3-elements of K4 do fix points, 
and so in fact have 4-dimensional centralizer and 2-dimensional com- 
mutator. It follows that m,, is given by (6, [To, K4] ). Now b and c define 
the same coset of (a); if we replace b by c in this argument, we get @‘C = 
(S, [w,, &I), which is equal to (b”, [%,, K4]) modulo (a). Thus W,.< 
W, + W,,, so that w’, lies in the 4-space WC, + w,, of f? However, in a sum 
MOM of orthogonal modules, the sum of these three spaces would be 
direct. This contradiction shows I&z~V@ZV, and (2.5) follows. 1 
The next step is to “fill in the square node”; that is, we establish new ver- 
tices to correspond to the truncated node. 
Notation. Let V, be the pre-image in V of one of the three natural L,- 
modules in @d provided by (2.5). Set 
P, = NG( V, )> 
U8 = cot v* 19 
L, = P,/U,. 
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Now let A* be the rank-4 geometry (extended from A) whose vertices have 
types { 1, 2,4, 8 }, namely, the G-conjugates of Vi, V,, V4, V,. Vertex- 
incidences for types 1,2,4 are as already described; inside V, they are given 
by inclusion of subspaces. So we define incidence of 4-spaces with 8-spaces 
by inclusion, and incidence of smaller spaces with 8-spaces via inclusion in 
some intermediate 4-space. These definitions then extend to a definition of 
A* as a complex over { 1,2,4, 8). Note we have guaranteed that all 
maximal flags are full 3-simplexes. It also follows easily from the flag trans- 
itivity of G on A, and the transitivity in (2.5) of U,/O,(U,) on the three 
conjugates of V, above V4, that G is flag-transitive on A*. 
Note. The kernel of the action of P, on the residue of V, in the exten- 
ded geometry A* is just O,(U,), as we see in (2.5). Consequently we 
redefine U, to be the previous O,( U,), so that L, = P,/U, has structure 
S, x Sp,(2) instead of that described in (1.3). 
To proceed for A* with our usual methods, we must describe Res( I’,) 
and L,. 
(2.6) V, affords the spin module for L,rSp6(2). Res( I’,) is the 
corresponding dual polar space. That is, the (points, lines, planes) qf the usual 
polar space have types (4, 2, 1) in Res( Vs). 
Proof We begin by showing that R E Res( V8) belongs to the C, 
diagram 
0 0 0 
in the sense of Tits [13, Sect. (1.4)]. This involves examining the type of 
each rank-2 residue on R. First, Res,( V4) is just Res,( V4), the Sp,(2)- 
quadrangle by our original Hypothesis (1.1). When we examine the 
stabilizer in L, of V,, we find it contains just an involution of the S,- 
component of L, ; we see P, n L, is a proper parabolic, and in fact 
represents the class of maximal parabolics corresponding to the square 
node in the truncated diagram 
0 A 
It follows from flag-transitivity and action of L, n P, that Res,( V,) g P2. A 
similar argument in L, shows that Res,( Vz)= P’ x P’. Thus R belongs to 
the C,-diagram. Next, we claim that R satisfies the condition (LL) of Tits 
[ 13, Sect. 6.21, where (points, lines) are represented by ( v4, V,). We must 
show that if V, and I’,, are distinct conjugates in V,, they do not both lie 
in any other conjugate V4,. If V, n V,, = 0, then V, = V, 0 V2, and the 
assertion is obvious. Otherwise, V, n I’,. = some V, , and ( I’, , V,, ) < W, . 
However, we saw before that W, n V, has dimension 3; by flag-transitivity 
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and action of L,, there can be no other V,, with V,, n W, = ( V,, I$) = 
V,n W,. Now with a C,-diagram and (LL), we can quote Tits [13, 
Prop. 93 to conclude R is a C,-building; as residues are untwisted and over 
IF,, it can only be that for Sp,(2). Since L, is flag-transitive on R, we must 
by [lo] have G = Sp6(2); and the sheaf 
identifies I’, uniquely as the spin representation (a consequence of [ 111). 
This completes the proof of (2.6). 1 
Remark. It is now easy to check that A* belongs to the (non-truncated) 
Cd-diagram. 
There are several ways to finish the proof of (2.4). We can continue, for 
A*, the methods of (2.3) and (2.5) to obtain directly that dim V= 16. Since 
we will be continuing these techniques in the other (“sporadic”) case, we 
will only summarize the results for the present case in a diagram: 
1 
4 2 4 
6 283 
4 2@3 4@2 8 
4 8 
‘“,, 
The final part of such an argument is as follows: Let 2,) Z,, Z,, Z, denote 
the largest subspace above P,, P,, P,, P, constructed in this process, with 
Y, the next-to-largest for P,. Set P= v/Y,. We check that {Z,, Z,, Z,} 
are all l-dimensional and equal; they determine a trivial-module sheaf for 
L, so by (2.2)(i) we get dim Z, = 1. But then Z, =Z, = Z, = Z,; in par- 
ticular, Z, is stable under (PI, P,, P4). However, connectedness of A 
(assumed in (1.1)) guarantees that (P,, P,, P4) =G. (See [l, (3.2)] for 
details.) Thus Z, is a G-submodule of I/. However, it contains generators 
I’,, I’,, I’,, and so Z, = V has dimension 16. And now there are many 
ways of using the available local information to identify G (among linear 
groups of degree 16) as Sp,(2) acting on its spin module, and so to com- 
plete the proof of (2.4). 
However, we may also finish the proof of (2.4) by a quick geometric 
approach, as in (2.6). For A*, our points will be conjugates of V,, and lines 
conjugates of V,; we must establish (LL); that is, if V,, V4, < V,, then 
there is no other I’,, above ( V4, I’,.). If V, n V4, = 0, this is clear as V, = 
V4 @ V4,. If, however, V4 n V4, # 0, then by the usual intersection property 
[13, Sect. 6.21 for the dual polar space R, we know V,n V,. is a conjugate 
of I’, or I’,. But then we can use flag-transitivity in Res( Vi) or Res( V2) as 
in (2.6) to see there is no possible V,.. Thus we conclude A* is the Sp,(2) 
building by another appeal to [ 13, Prop. 91. 
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Remark. In this last argument and (2.6) we could equally well verify 
directly the polar-space axioms, and appeal to the classification of polar 
spaces [ 12, Chap. 7-93. 
The Sporadic Case 
Note. We return to the original definition of U, and L, in (1.4). 
The proof of (2.1) now reduces by (2.4) to the case where O,(L, n Pi) 
does not centralize Pi for at least one of i= 1, 2. In either case, the 
involution of 0,(L4 n P,) central in L, n Pi acts freely on natural 2-dimen- 
sional spaces in @, for a Sylow 3-group K4 of U,, with @i < mZ ; so we see 
the condition holds for both i= 1 and 2. If now it were the case that K4 is 
inverted by some 2-element a in Uq, then the product of a with some h 
representing the central involution of L, n P, would centralize mi, a con- 
tradiction, since ab represents the same coset in L, as b F$ C( IV,). Thus we 
are in the first case of (1.4), with U., = O,( U,) K4. 
Suppose first that the extension L4/02(U4) of L, by K4 is split, so that a 
2-element outside LI, also inverts K4. Then the proof essentially follows the 
previous case. For Li~Sp,(2)’ is still flag-transitive on the generalized 
quadrangle of Sp,(2), and we can define sheaves on L& by considering the 
intersection of the parabolics of L, with Ll,. As before, we find that K4 per- 
mutes three conjugates of a natural 
sheaf for Li. We then follow the proof of (2.5) to see that w4 is the tensor 
product of natural modules for K4z L,(2)’ and Lir Sp,(2)‘. We cannot 
apply (2.2) directly, since Li is not itself a Chevalley group: but the direct 
proof in Example 3 of [S, Sect. l] depends only on the points and lines of 
the quadrangle, so determines H,(N)rM for Sp,(2)’ as well as for Sp,(2). 
Thus we can go on to define V, and the extended geometry A* as before; 
we check that G is flag transitive even though L4/02(U4) is of index 2 in 
S, x Sp,(2). The remainder of the proof goes through, delivering Gr 
Sp,(2), and this contradicts the structure of L,, since the corresponding 
Levi complement in Sp,(2) must cover all of S, x Sp,(2). A 
Thus L4/02( U,) must in fact be the nonsplit extension 3S, of L, by K4. 
Since K4 is non-trivial on I& and mZ, in order to describe lVd we can dis- 
cuss sheaves on the cover 3S,, which again is not a Chevalley group. The 
obvious geometry for this group is a triple cover of the usual quadrangle 
with 45 points and 45 lines. The vertex stabilizers have structure 23S3 as in 
L,, and the “Bore1 subgroup” is still a Sylow 2-group. 
Now if t is a 2-element of L, - Lk, set w,* = C,(t) (i= 1, 2). Then the 
spaces { wii:, lV;> lead to a sheaf 
1 2 
0 n 
4x1 95 I-? 
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on 3r\sg, isomorphic to that of the 6-dimensional irreducible over [F,. Their 
conjugates under L4 generate m’, just as those of @‘1 and m’z do. So in 
place of (2.5) we establish: 
(2.7) W4 is the 6-dimensional module for 3^S,. 
Proof. We cannot apply (2.2) since 33, is not a Chevalley group. But it 
is not hard to make a direct argument in the present situation. We choose 
a hyperbolic line (a, b ) of V4 as in (2.5) to get W, + W, of dimension 8. 
We also choose an orthogonal hyperbolic line (e, f ) of V4 ; in particular, 
al = (a, e, f ). Then (a, e) is an isotropic line of V,, so we see that 
W, n W, = (a, e), and W, covers a singular 3-space of the orthogonal 
space f,, = X,/W,. Indeed, I?e n @,. = (F), so that wb < @e + Tf of 
dimension 5. Thus W, + W, + W, + W, has dimension 10. But making this 
argument for any apartment (a, b’, e’, f’ ) of V4 in fact shows that if g is 
any vector of I’, then W, < W, + W, + W, + W,-; so that this space is in 
fact W,. Thus dim p4 = 6, as desired. 1 
In the present case, we can now quickly complete the analysis of com- 
position factors, as abbreviated in the diagram: 
6 3 1 
4 283 6 
a 
More precisely, we extend the notation of (2.3) by setting: 
X2 = (all L,-conjugates of X, above W,) 
X4 = (all L,-conjugates of X, above W,). 
We establish: 
(2.8) (i) X2/W* is the L,(2)-module dual to that in (2.3)(iii). 
(ii) X,/W, is the trivial L,-module. 
Furthermore, X2 is generated by the L,-conjugates of W, above W,, and 
X4 by the L,-conjugates of X2 above W,. 
Proof. First set P= V/W,. From W, <Xi, we get dim X, = 3. But also 
W, < W,, so that dim w4 = 2; and note ii;4 < Xi. We choose the extra 
parabolic P* of L, as in (2.3) and check that a l-space X of m4 is 
stabilized by P, n P* and P,n P*; this affords a trivial sheaf on 
P*/O,(P*), so by (2.2)(i) we know X generates a trivial P*-submodule of 
IV4. This provides a sheaf 
3 2 1 
0 0 0 
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for Lz. Still mimicking (2.3), we see 1, is first a sum of at most three dual 
L,(2)-modules, and secondly a quotient of an induced module of dimen- 
sion 7: so X2 can only be the desired dual module. Note it is generated 
under L, by W,, as desired. 
Now let Vr V/W,. From W, < X,, we get dim x, = 1. But also (as just 
noted) W, 6 X,, so that dim XZ = 1. But in fact we showed that X, is equal 
to X,. So x, =X2, and we get a trivial sheaf for L,, so that (2.2)(i) gives 
dim Yd = 1. Thus in fact X, = X, = X,. So (2.8) is proved. 1 
As in the previous case, we now see X, is invariant under 
(P, , P,, P4) = G, and contains the subspaces V, , Vz, V4 generating V 
under G-action; so X, = V, and dim V = 11. This completes the proof 
of (2.1). 
This also completes the demonstration of the module theoretic methods. 
We will conclude this section with a sketch of how dim V = 11 can be used 
to identify V and G in the sporadic case. 
(i) Use counting arguments on conjugates in cosets of W, to con- 
clude the size of the orbit Vy is 759. This delivers 1 VfI = 3795, 1 Vyj = 1771, 
and ICI = 2’0355. 7. 11 .23. (This is IM2J, and is already pretty convin- 
cing. ) 
(ii) Show that G has just one other orbit on vectors, of length 1288. 
If D represents such a l-space, let N denote N(D). 
(iii) Assume knowledge of M,, and the Steiner system P’(5, 6, 12). 
Observe in V/D that V, and V, lead to the sheaf of the 2-local geometry of 
Ml,; conclude that NZ Aut(M,,), and V/D affords the lo-dimensional 
irreducible from either permutation representation of M,, (even subsets of 
a 12-set, with complements identified). 
(iv) Identify Vy as 495 sets of size 4/8 in each of two M,,-sets Sz and 
Sz’. To extend this to a G-orbit of size 759, we can adjoin only the M,,- 
orbits of size 132, which are sets of size 2/10 in 52 and 6/6 in Q’ (and oice 
versa). For each member of the orbit, define an 8-set in 52~52’ by linking 
the 4-set in Q to the 4-set in Q’, or the 2-set to the 6-sets. (Only 2.132 8-sets 
of the latter type arise; each is here counted twice.) 
(v) Check these 8-sets define a Steiner system Y(5, 8,24). Thus V is 
identified as the 12-dimensional irreducible (for G = AI,,) arising from the 
extended binary Golay code. 
3. FURTHER DISCUSSION 
Our choice of sheaf on d was designed so that the subgroup P, stabilizes 
a vector of V. But we could have operated with any other P, in its place. 
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We remark also that the methods can be used in the simpler case where the 
structure of G and A is assumed. For example: 
(3.1) Let A be the 24ocal gometry for G = M,, (so (1.1) and (1.2) hold). 
Choice of an orthogonal &space for L, leads to a sheaf 9”’ 
as in (1.5). Then H,(B’) is the 11-dimensional module dual to the Golay 
code. 
(The proof is much like that of (2.1), and will not be given here.) In the 
case of G= M,,, it is interesting to consider all possible sheaves on A 
which are irreducible in the sense of [S], in comparison to those of Sp,(2). 
These are described, with some indications of homology computation, in 
[9, Sect. 21. 
We note also that the general method applies to other diagram 
geometries; the difliculty of the computation depends, of course, on the 
complexity of the diagram, and of the sheaf imposed. For example, it can 
be shown, with somewhat more effort than we needed for (2.1), that the 2- 
local geometry for .I is unique in the following sense: 
(3.2) Assume A is a connected geometry of point-truncated B,(2)-type, 
with Res( 1) of type M,, , and that A admits ajlag-transitive group G. Then A 
admits a sheaf F (described by 
Zf vertices qf types 1 and 2 satisfy (1.6), then dim(H,(S)) = 24. 
(It is then easy to check that H,(B) is the Leech lattice modulo 2, and 
GE .l). To make our terms precise, we use the notions of Section 1, with 
B4 meaning the diagram 
(There are infinite groups with such a diagram geometry, but no known 
finite flag-transitive ones.) We assign types {8,4, 2, 1 } to the nodes of the 
linear part of the diagram, ignoring the lower node. Then Res(8) and 
Res(4) are the obvious truncations of the classical geometries for Q,+(2) 
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and L,(2) x L,(2), with Res(2) the geometry for Sp,(2) x L,(2); while our 
special hypothesis is that Res( 1) is the 2-local geometry for M,,. The sheaf 
is defined by beginning with a natural 8-dimensional module V, for L,, and 
assigning singular subspaces of dimensions 4,2, 1 to the corresponding ver- 
tices. 
It is tempting to move on to the “next” case, and try to compute the 
homology of a sheaf 
on the 2-local geometry of the Monster F,. This ought to deliver an F,- 
module of dimension 196882; but to establish this by present methods 
would appear to require the determination of unreasonably many com- 
position factors above each stabilizer. (The corresponding problem for the 
112-dimensional module for J4 is probably more tractable.) 
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